FAA F and G tower types are marked with white lights for day and red lights for night under FAA AC 70/7460-1L.

**F-6**
- Over 1750' excluding any appurtenances
- 1 L-864/L-865 AOL dual medium intensity beacon
- 12 L-864 red beacons
- 18 L-856 high intensity beacons

**F-5**
- Over 1400' but not more than 1750' excluding any appurtenances
- 1 L-864/L-865 AOL dual medium intensity beacon
- 10 L-864 red beacons
- 15 L-856 high intensity beacons

**F-4**
- Over 1050' but not more than 1400' excluding any appurtenances
- 1 L-864/L-865 AOL dual medium intensity beacon
- 8 L-864 red beacons
- 12 L-856 high intensity beacons

**F-3**
- Over 700' but not more than 1050' excluding any appurtenances
- 1 L-864/L-865 AOL dual medium intensity beacon
- 6 L-864 red beacons

G towers do not have appurtenances greater than 40 ft., therefore no AOL beacon is required.